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Alterations in brain serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine [5-HT]) function are thought to contribute to diverse aspects of eating disorders, including binge eating, perfectionism, impulsivity and mood-regulation problems. In addition, 5-HT anomalies in individuals with eating disorders are believed to have multiple determinants associated with secondary (state-related) effects of their nutritional status, hereditary effects (related to such trait variations as impulsivity or perfectionism) and, possibly, long-term neurobiologic sequelae of developmental stressors (such as childhood abuse). On the strength of the available neurobiologic and genetic data, this paper presents the idea that 5-HT variations in those with eating disorders represent (1) a structured coaggregation of biologic, psychologic and social influences and (2) converging state, trait and developmental effects. Data are taken to support a multidimensional model of 5-HT function in eating disorders that, it is argued, can serve as a prototype for etiologic modelling, diagnostic classification and clinical decision-making bearing not only upon eating disorders but also upon other psychiatric disturbances.

On croit que des altérations de la fonction sérotoninergique (5-hydroxytryptamine [5-HT]) dans le cerveau contribuent à divers aspects des troubles de l’alimentation, y compris les épisodes de frénésie alimentaire, le perfectionnisme, l’impulsivité et des problèmes de régulation de l’humeur. On croit en outre que des anomalies de la 5-HT chez des personnes ayant des troubles de l’alimentation comportent de multiples déterminants associés aux effets secondaires (reliés à l’état) de leur état nutritif, à des effets héréditaires (reliés à des variations de caractéristiques comme l’impulsivité ou le perfectionnisme) et, peut-être, à des séquelles neurobiologiques de longue date découlant de facteurs de stress du développement (comme la violence au cours de l’enfance). En se fondant sur la solidité des données neurobiologiques et génétiques disponibles, l’auteur de cette communication énonce l’idée selon laquelle les variations de la 5-HT chez des personnes souffrant de troubles de l’alimentation représentent (1) une coagréation structurée d’influences biologiques, psychologiques et sociales et (2) une convergence d’effets liés à l’état, aux caractéristiques et au développement. On a réuni des données pour appuyer un modèle multidimensionnel de la fonction de la 5-HT dans les cas de troubles de l’alimentation. On soutient que ce modèle peut servir de prototype de modélisation étiologique, de classification diagnostique et de prise de décisions cliniques portant non seulement sur des troubles de l’alimentation, mais aussi sur d’autres troubles psychiatriques.
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Introduction

The eating disorders (EDs) anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa are symptomatically complex syndromes, defined by maladaptive attitudes and behaviours around eating, weight and body image, but invariably including “nonspecific” disturbances (of self-image, mood, impulse regulation and interpersonal functioning). Befitting such phenomenologic complexity, contemporary etiologic models of EDs generally invoke a multidimensional (biopsychosocial) causality, postulating a causal “collision” among biologic factors (e.g., heritable influences on appetite, mood, temperament and impulse controls), social pressures (promoting body consciousness or generalized self-definition problems), psychologic tendencies (autonomy disturbances, perfectionism, preference for order and control) and developmental processes (conducive to self-image or adjustment problems). Although such formulations are comprehensive, to be fully successful they need to trace the specific convergences of biologic, psychologic and social forces that produce clinical ED syndromes.

In this paper, I apply findings from serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine [5-HT]) studies as a heuristic toward the development of a multidimensional model of ED pathology. My thinking is based on the likelihood that the momentary 5-HT status in a given individual (especially when she has an active ED) represents diverse contributing processes: transient effects of dietary factors (states), stable effects related to behavioural traits (like impulsivity or perfectionism) and sequelae of adverse developmental experiences (such as childhood traumas). (Not to disregard the existence of EDs in males, their disproportionate representation among women and girls has caused me to opt for female personal pronouns.) Before proceeding, however, I think that some readers may want some general background on the EDs.

ED classification

The current Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition (DSM-IV),\(^6\) nosology recognizes 2 official ED forms: anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa. The principal symptom of anorexia nervosa is self-imposed starvation, typically arising from a morbid fear of becoming fat. “Phobic” avoidance of weight gain motivates the patient to avoid eating, with the consequence that she gradually (and often quite unwittingly) renders herself too thin. It is important to highlight, however, that despite the meaning of its name in Latin, anorexia nervosa implies no true “loss of appetite.” On the contrary, people with anorexia nervosa typically become fully preoccupied with “things appetite related.” This suggests that anorexia nervosa is best construed as an anxious avoidance of weight gain, obsession with weight and shape, and compulsion surrounding control of eating and weight, namely, as more a disorder of “anxiety” and “impulse regulation” than of “feeding.” This point has conceptual implications that will soon become obvious.

Symptomatology in bulimia nervosa is characterized by recurrent binge eating and frantic compensatory behaviours (such as vomiting, laxative misuse or compulsive exercise). The dietary dyscontrol that characterizes bulimia nervosa appears, superficially, to be antithetical to the overcontrol found in anorexia nervosa. However, as in anorexia nervosa, the “engine” that drives bulimia nervosa is often compulsive dieting, with prolonged cognitive dietary restraint being understood to potentiate eventual counter-regulation, or disinhibition, of eating behaviour.\(^6\) The progression to binge eating in only some individuals with EDs has motivated some theorists to postulate a distinction between “restricters” (patients with anorexia nervosa who indefinitely restrict food intake without bingeing and purging) and “bingers/purgers” (patients with an ED, sometimes anorexic, sometimes bulimic and sometimes obese, who binge or purge).\(^7,8\) Other theorists have preferred a parallel classification, based not on eating behaviours but on concurrent behavioural-trait characteristics, thus proposing a distinction between those patients with an ED (often but not exclusively those with binge-eating symptoms) who are behaviourally and affectively dysregulated and those (often, but not exclusively, “restricters”) who are behaviourally and emotionally constricted.\(^3,9-12\) The present paper concerns itself with the interface at which these distinctions (“restricting” versus “bingeing” and “dysregulation” versus “inhibition”) meet. To clarify this point, it will be useful to survey comorbid psychopathology in the EDs.

Psychiatric comorbidity

EDs frequently co-occur with other psychiatric syndromes, such as mood, anxiety and personality disorders.\(^3,12-14\) However, there are intriguing preferential affinities of certain comorbid syndromes with bulimic rather than restrictive ED variants, including alcohol and chemical dependencies,\(^15\) seasonal affective disorder,\(^16\) and “cluster B” or “dramatic-erratic” personality disorders.\(^3,17,18\) In other words, bulimic ED variants co-aggregate more strongly than do restrictive ones with syndromes characterized by behavioural or affective dysregulation. This tendency is repeated in first-degree
relatives of patients with EDs, in that we see preferential propensity in relatives of bulimic probands toward substance-use, panic and impulse-control disorders (e.g., borderline personality disorder) compared with propensities toward obsessive–compulsive personality traits in relatives of “restricters.” In other words, as a generalization, dysregulation, impulsivity and under-control coincide with bulimic eating syndromes, whereas compulsivity or overcontrol coincide with restrictive ones.

Although the preceding idea holds in general, potentially important heterogeneities emerge within the “binger” subgroup.3,17,18 Here, roughly one-third of cases are found to be repeatedly impulsive, reckless or self-destructive, but another third are found to display the same perfectionistic, compulsive or harm-avoiding tendencies that have come to be typically associated with restricting-type anorexia nervosa. Such variations have led some theorists to postulate the existence of distinct “binge-eater” subtypes, with distinct etiologic paths,3,11,12,14 namely, in some people with bulimic eating patterns, binge eating is driven by a pervasive “dysregulatory pathology” (affecting mood and impulse regulation), whereas in others binge eating has a more circumscribed pathogenesis, related to sequelae of chronic dietary restraint. This view is consistent, on several levels, with predictions from a “serotonin hypothesis” of the EDs, which I will now introduce.

5-HT and eating behaviour

5-HT has a well-confirmed role in the regulation of eating behaviour. In animals and in humans, manipulations that increase 5-HT neurotransmission lead to reduced eating behaviour, whereas those that reduce 5-HT activity precipitate compulsive or binge eating.20 These tendencies lead to the expectation that anorexia nervosa, in its restrictive form, should coincide with increased 5-HT tone, whereas syndromes characterized by binge eating (such as anorexia nervosa binge–purge type or bulimia nervosa) should correspond with reduced 5-HT activity. Studies of the 5-HT system in patients with clinical EDs are only partly consistent with these expectations.

At first blush, findings in women with active anorexia nervosa appear to contradict the expectation articulated here, because they indicate reduced 5-HT tone: decreased platelet binding of serotonin uptake inhibitors,21 blunted prolactin (PRL) and cortisol responses to 5-HT agonists and partial agonists,22 reduced cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of 5-HT metabolite23 and decreased platelet monoamine oxidase (MAO) activity.24 However, Kaye et al25 have documented that CSF 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) in forms of anorexia nervosa characterized by binge eating is lower than that in restrictive forms of the disorder, a finding that associates bulimic symptomatology with an expected reduction in 5-HT tone. Furthermore, findings in people who have recovered fully from anorexia nervosa reveal that data from actively ill individuals may be deceptive: following restoration of full weight, former patients with anorexia nervosa reportedly display normal PRL responses to the 5-HT-releasing agent, d-fenfluramine,26 as might indicate improvement of a state-related 5-HT abnormality. Furthermore, Kaye et al26,27 have noted that fully recovered former patients with anorexia nervosa display elevated CSF 5-HIAA and elevated 5-HT2A receptor binding, measured by positron emission tomography (PET). These findings suggest that anorexia nervosa may actually correspond to a primary state of increased 5-HT tone, which is then masked during active illness by malnutrition-induced reductions in 5-HT activity. Indeed, Kaye et al26,27 have proposed that findings in the active stages of illness distort the existence of an underlying hyperserotonergic trait in the pathophysiology of anorexia nervosa. The same group has recently reported findings from PET studies in fully weight-recovered women who formerly had anorexia nervosa that may also be compatible with a general “5-HT overactivity hypothesis.” These findings suggest reduced 5-HT2A receptor binding in mesial temporal regions and cingulate and sensorimotor cortical regions28 and could reveal a compensation resulting from exposure to increased extracellular levels of 5-HT.

Findings in patients with active bulimia nervosa are compatible with a “low 5-HT tone hypothesis” in the sense that they associate the syndrome with abnormally low 5-HT turnover and neurotransmission and establish the 5-HT system as a potential site of action for the antecedent effects of dieting in binge episodes. Patients with active bulimia nervosa display decreased CSF 5-HIAA (at least when they binge at high frequency29), reduced platelet binding of 5-HT uptake inhibitors,30,31 reduced central transporter availability32 and blunted neuroendocrine responses to 5-HT precursors and 5-HT agonists/partial agonists, such as melatonin.33,34 Furthermore, tryptophan-depletion paradigms that use dietary manipulations to lower brain tryptophan and 5-HT synthesis have been shown to exacerbate bulimic symptoms in patients with active bulimia nervosa35 and to lead to the transient reappearance of such symptoms in fully recovered individuals.37

Findings in individuals who have recovered fully from bulimia nervosa, however, suggest a more com-
plicated picture: in 2 studies, recovery from bulimia nervosa is reported to coincide with normal endocrine responses after 5-HT agonists. In a third study, based on PET techniques, findings suggest persistent reductions in postsynaptic 5-HT<sub>2A</sub> receptor activity following recovery from bulimia nervosa. A fourth set of results, from 23 women who had recovered fully from bulimia nervosa, suggest abnormally high CSF 5-HIAA (i.e., increased 5-HT metabolism) compared with a group of women with normal eating habits. These last findings parallel those obtained in women who had recovered from anorexia nervosa and support the concept that, setting disorder sequelae aside, anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa may both involve elevated 5-HT activity. This is possible, but we caution that the findings of Kaye et al indicating heightened 5-HT metabolism following recovery from bulimia nervosa may be confounded by weight discrepancies between a heavier clinical group and a lighter nonclinical group, which could partly explain the higher 5-HT metabolism observed in the group with bulimia nervosa.

At best, the available 5-HT findings lend themselves to ambiguous interpretation, with the results probably reflecting differences related to measurement, stages of illness, brain regions and other factors. Supportable generalizations, nonetheless, appear to include the following: anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa implicate general alterations in brain 5-HT function; there is evidence of serotonergic dysregulation, with no sweeping unidirectional tendency (toward elevation or reduction) emerging in either disorder; and compared with findings in restrictive ED variants, which imply some propensity toward increased 5-HT tone, serotonergic tendencies in binge-eating syndromes appear to be inconsistently skewed toward reduction of 5-HT activity.

**Influences of malnutrition or dieting on 5-HT status**

Even modest dieting is known to produce reductions in tryptophan availability and in the ratio of tryptophan to total large neutral amino acids (LNAA). Thus, dieting can result in reduced brain 5-HT synthesis. Likewise, animal studies show that long-term food restriction reduces central 5-HT reuptake (transporter) activity. Intriguingly, studies by Cowen et al demonstrate that dieting is associated with more pronounced alterations in postsynaptic 5-HT activity in women than in men. This finding not only links dieting to 5-HT alterations that could be causative for EDs, it also suggests that the disproportionate prevalence of EDs in females may be partly attributable to gender-linked serotonergic sensitivities! Binge eating might also affect 5-HT status: Kaye and Weltzin have argued that exaggerated carbohydrate consumption during binges could result in an insulin-mediated drop in total plasma LNAA, reducing competition with tryptophan across the blood–brain barrier, increasing tryptophan availability in the brain, accelerating brain 5-HT release and, ultimately, mobilizing compensatory downregulation of postsynaptic 5-HT receptors.

**Possible trait-linked effects**

Although the preceding supports the old adage “you are what you eat,” it is likely (as far as 5-HT function is concerned) that “you are even before you eat.” Independent of dietary factors, 5-HT and personality-trait variations are shown to correspond. Impulsivity, for example, has been consistently linked to decreased 5-HT activity: studies in rodents and primates associate reduced 5-HT neurotransmission with impulsive aggression and increased central 5-HT function with reduced aggression. In humans, suicide, fire setting, violence and borderline personality disorder have all been linked with decreased 5-HT metabolism (as indicated by reduced CSF 5-HIAA). Likewise, impulsive suicidality and aggression have been linked to low platelet 5-HT contents and reduced PRL response to 5-HT agonists.

On the other side of the coin, findings in samples of individuals who do not have EDs have inconsistently associated anxiety, or compulsivity with increased 5-HT tone. For example, it has been reported that patients with obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) display elevated CSF 5-HIAA and increased PRL response after administration of the 5-HT agonist fenfluramine in some studies, but not in others. Likewise, the partial 5-HT agonist m-CPP has been observed to increase obsessionality in patients with obsessive–compulsive disorder in one study, but not in another. The same agent (m-CPP) has been shown to increase anxiety in patients with generalized anxiety disorder and, likewise, elevated 5-HT activity has been associated with anxiety in generalized anxiety disorder and in anorexia nervosa. Findings have been consistent enough to encourage some theorists to postulate that “impulsive” and “compulsive” traits occupy opposite poles of a continuum of 5-HT underactivity to overactivity, but this notion remains controversial. Nonetheless, it is tempting to contemplate the possibility that 5-HT findings in restrictive versus bulimic ED variants may partly reflect variations associated with differential loadings of compulsive or impulsive traits in these ED subgroups. To restate a point introduced earlier on, it may be that 5-HT variations linked to
“anxiety” or “impulse regulation,” and not to “feeding behaviour,” explain serotonergic variations observed in populations with EDs.

Correspondence of trait and 5-HT variations in the EDs

Recent studies have indicated that individuals with an ED display trait-based variations on 5-HT indices. Waller et al. observed that self-reportedly hostile patients with bulimia nervosa, compared with less hostile ones, showed smaller neuroendocrine responses following buspirone (presumed to be a 5-HT1A agonist). Likewise, Carrasco et al. observed systematically lower platelet MAO concentrations (taken as a proxy for reduced 5-HT activity) in patients with bulimia nervosa with impulsive or “borderline” traits. Several of our studies provide comparable findings: in one, we measured PRL responses after m-CPP in women with bulimia nervosa who reported, or who denied, a history of self-mutilating or suicidal impulsivity. (These 2 groups of women were quite comparable on indices of body mass and in binge and purge frequency, suggesting that any differences between them were not attributable to differences in nutritional state or body weight.) The women with bulimia nervosa who reported self-harming tendencies showed blunted neuroendocrine responses following m-CPP, not only when compared with women with normal eating habits, but also when compared with the women with bulimia nervosa who denied self-harming tendencies (Fig. 1). In other words, we observed an association between blunting of the m-CPP-stimulated PRL response and self-destructiveness in women with bulimia nervosa comparable to associations with impulsivity and self-destructiveness obtained in other populations. Our finding suggests that hypoactivity of the 5-HT system in bulimia nervosa may, indeed, be more strongly linked to self-aggressive impulsivity than it is to binge–purge symptoms per se. Another study by our group examined platelet [3H]-paroxetine binding in healthy women and in women with bulimia nervosa and assessed the effects of “nonplanning impulsivity” (i.e., the tendency to act without considering consequences). Women with bulimia nervosa tended to display reduced density of paroxetine-binding sites. However, among these women, reduction in binding-site density was inversely correlated with “nonplanning.” In other words, reduced peripheral 5-HT reuptake corresponded to increased impulsivity. This effect parallels inverse relations noted between platelet 5-HT binding and aggressive impulsivity or self-mutilation in subjects with a personality disorder, raising the notion that in some individuals with bulimia nervosa we could be observing a constitutional (trait-linked) susceptibility to underactivity of the 5-HT system. Furthermore, when exacerbated by effects of dieting, such susceptibilities could cause certain people to become especially impulsive or prone to binge eating, or both.

One more piece of evidence from our laboratory is relevant to this “trait-centred” concept of 5-HT activity. In a very recent study, we compared psychologic traits across 2 groups of women with bulimia nervosa (total n = 73), created by entering receptor density and affinity indices (from paroxetine-binding tests) into a cluster analysis. The analysis indicated 2 clusters of patients: one with low paroxetine binding and a second, smaller group with elevated binding. These groups showed generally similar eating symptoms and body mass, suggesting (once again) that any group differences were not likely to be attributable to differences in nutritional variables. However, the groups differed substantially as to comorbid psychopathologic characteristics. The “low 5-HT reuptake” group evinced more symptoms of borderline personality disorder, whereas the “high 5-HT” group showed more perfectionism and compulsivity. Providing a potential parallel to this finding, in long-term recovered individuals who had anorexia nervosa levels of serotonin metabolites are reported to be positively correlated with traits such as behavioural constraint, perfectionism, anxiety and obsessionality.
gether, such results seem to be compatible with the notion (discussed earlier) of competing, trait-linked serotonergic processes that are responsible for associations between behavioural under-regulation and hyposerotonergic status, on the one hand, and over-regulation and hyperserotonergic status, on the other.

Genetic effects

If 5-HT anomalies underlie primary trait disturbances and risk of ED development, then it should be possible to demonstrate an association of particular candidate 5-HT gene variants with particular personality traits in patients with EDs and the relevance of the same gene variants to ED behaviours. Interest in 5-HT activity in the EDs has, to date, led to a catalogue of studies of 5-HT system genes: controlling the activity of 5-HT receptors and 5-HT transporter (reuptake) mechanisms.69 For anorexia nervosa, the results suggest a possible association with genes for some 5-HT receptors (e.g., 5-HT2a) and for the 5-HT transporter. However, the results are inconsistent, and none of the available studies address the possible mediating effects of concurrent traits.

For bulimia nervosa, there have been various association studies, some of which examine “trait” effects: studies of 5-HT2c polymorphisms in bulimia nervosa have detected no syndrome-linked associations.69 Similarly, 3 of 4 available studies of the 5-HT2a receptor gene indicate an absence of association with bulimia nervosa.70–72 However, a fourth (in a heterogeneous anorexic–bulimic sample) associates the 5-HT2a “G” allele with propensity to bulimic symptoms, borderline personality disorder and generalized impulsivity.73 Yet another recent study, the first to examine the 5-HT transporter gene (promoter region 5-HTTLPR) in bulimia nervosa, indicates that a short-allele variation confers a 7-fold risk of bulimia nervosa.74 The short (s) allele of 5-HTTLPR has been linked to reduced transcription of the 5-HT transporter protein, decreased 5-HT reuptake in lymphoblasts75 and traits such as suicidality,76 neuroticism and impulsivity.77 Preliminary findings from our laboratory associate the 5-HT2A “G” allele with propensity to bulimic symptoms, borderline personality disorder and generalized impulsivity.78 Yet another recent study, the first to examine the 5-HT transporter gene (promoter region 5-HTTLPR) in bulimia nervosa, indicates that a short-allele variation confers a 7-fold risk of bulimia nervosa.74 The short (s) allele of 5-HTTLPR has been linked to reduced transcription of the 5-HT transporter protein, decreased 5-HT reuptake in lymphoblasts75 and traits such as suicidality,76 neuroticism and impulsivity.77 Preliminary findings from our laboratory provide a second indication of the relevance of the 5-HT transporter (5-HTT) gene to binge eating.78 In 48 women with binge-eating syndromes, we studied the association of 5-HTTLPR variations with psychopathologic traits (e.g., impulsivity) and platelet binding of [3H]-paroxetine. The results showed that individuals who carried the s allele (either s/s or s/l genotypes) had more tendencies compatible with impulsivity and lower density of paroxetine-binding sites than did long (l) allele homozygotes. These results, if confirmed, would have 2 significances.

First, they would crossvalidate (at a genetic level) a link between impulse-control problems and hyposerotonergic status, indicating convergence among impulsive traits, low 5-HT transporter activity and the s allele. Second, they would suggest particular reduction in paroxetine binding in individuals who binge and who carry the s allele. Because prolonged restriction of food intake reduces 5-HT uptake,79 and patients with bulimia nervosa are at least intermittently restrictive in their food intake, it is possible that the s allele might confer special susceptibilities to 5-HT dysregulation in vulnerable (s-allele) individuals who challenge their 5-HT systems with chronic dieting. The hypothetical links to which I refer need to be confirmed but would be quite compatible with the notion, implicit in this paper, of “state–trait” interactions affecting 5-HT status, in this case, an interaction between a genetic propensity toward “low-ebb” 5-HT function and dietary behaviours conducive to a lowering of 5-HT availability.

Developmental correlates of 5-HT function

Beyond dietary and trait-related effects, an accumulating body of evidence links traumatic stress to reduced 5-HT function. In animals, prolonged stress alters 5-HT synthesis rates and consequent sensitivities of various 5-HT receptors.79 In humans, traumatic stress has also been linked to altered 5-HT activity. In survivors of childhood abuse, rape, holocaust or combat, post-traumatic symptoms coincide with reduced density of affinity of paroxetine-binding sites.80,81 Likewise, in women with borderline personality disorder, the strength of the neuroendocrine response after m-CPP corresponds inversely to the severity of childhood sexual or physical abuse.82 Our group has explored the implications of childhood traumata (severe physical and sexual abuse) for serotonin activity in women with and those without bulimia nervosa. The results of one of our studies associated “being bulimic” or “having been abused” with comparable degrees of blunting of neuroendocrine (PRL) responses following administration of m-CPP.83 In other words, the results were consistent with the idea that childhood abuse could be associated with a hyposerotonergic status also seen in many women with bulimia nervosa. Another of our studies found women with bulimia nervosa with reduced platelet paroxetine binding to be more likely than those with higher binding to report childhood sexual abuse.84 Together, these findings indicate a coincidence of traumatic experiences (in childhood) with hyposerotonergic tendencies in adult women with EDs. Causal interpretation of such effects is complicated (a point to which I return in the
Discussion). However, it is possible that childhood abuse contributes to lasting sensitivities of the 5-HT system and, if so, such effects might heighten susceptibility, in sensitized individuals, to serotonergic dysregulation following dieting (or other factors, such a stress or depression, that may influence this system).

Discussion

In this paper, I have argued that the momentary 5-HT status in any individual, and specifically in an individual with an ED is likely to reflect a principled convergence of state, trait and developmental influences. Not surprisingly, given that brain 5-HT is derived exclusively from dietary tryptophan, one likely source of variation in 5-HT status relates to the individual’s nutritional state. Among various observations that link dietary factors to 5-HT functioning are findings indicating a reduced ratio of tryptophan to LNAA after dieting, reduced 5-HT transporter activity following food restriction (in animals) and exacerbation of mood and eating symptoms in individuals with EDs following manipulations that reduce the availability of dietary serotonin precursors.

In addition, a growing body of neurobiologic and genetic data suggest that, in individuals with EDs, personality-trait variations coincide meaningfully with variations in 5-HT system function. “Dysregulatory” phenomena (notably those associated with cognitive and behavioural forms of impulsivity) coincide, according to various indices, with reduced 5-HT neurotransmission and tone, and there is recent evidence linking trait impulsivity in patients with EDs with genetic variations that code for reduced 5-HT activity. Less consistently, some evidence in both individuals with and without bulimia nervosa points to an “opposite” tendency, linking compulsive or perfectionistic personality traits with elevated 5-HT activity. (Such variations are, I note, quite independent of eating-symptom severities and, hence, seem to reflect processes that are independent of dietary sequelae.) All of the preceding create a case for the idea that individuals’ 5-HT functioning probably varies as a function of constitutionally determined (latent or manifest) personality-trait tendencies. In turn, constitutional traits associated with hypoactivity of the 5-HT system (e.g., impulsivity) may predispose toward binge eating, and traits associated with elevated 5-HT tone (e.g., compulsivity or harm avoidance) may predispose toward dietary restriction.

Evidence indicates that traumatic experiences may also affect 5-HT functioning, or predict variations in it, in both the general population and in the population with EDs. Such findings suggest that childhood-abuse experiences coincide with serotonergic effects measurable in full adulthood. Interpretation of such effects is not obvious, because the concurrence of 5-HT anomalies, elevated symptoms (such as impulsivity) and childhood abuse could represent several causal connections: the presence of a trait in the “high-risk” child (e.g., impulsivity or sensation seeking) that increases vulnerability to abuse; transgenerational transmission of a trait that underlies simultaneous abusiveness of certain parents and impulsiveness of certain children; chance co-occurrence of risk agents, some developmental and some constitutional/genetic, in a maladjusted population (e.g., individuals with EDs); and activation of an underlying constitutional vulnerability (e.g., tendency to reduced 5-HT activity) by traumatic stressors (e.g., childhood sexual abuse). The available data do not conclusively support a preference for any one of these alternative explanations.

Viewed together, it is likely that we need to consider (and understand) the interacting processes that have an impact upon 5-HT system function. For example, environmental stressors (e.g., childhood abuse) might act upon genetic predispositions, whereas sequelae of dieting might activate genetic (or developmental) predispositions.

Theoretical and clinical implications

Despite areas of ambiguity, current findings do suggest that traits are an important organizing construct in modelling eating and related pathologies. Indeed, the available evidence suggests that traits may be more central in characterizing patterns of variation on developmental and biologic indices within the population of individuals with EDs than are basic diagnostic distinctions (i.e., anorexia nervosa or bulimia nervosa) themselves. As a corollary, differential loadings of childhood abuse or neurobiologic abnormalities observed across individuals with anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa may need to be regarded as more an artifact of preferential loadings of certain traits (e.g., impulsivity) in certain ED subgroups (e.g., those who binge) than of eating-symptom (or subtype) distinctions themselves.

The multifactorial concept of serotonin functioning described in this paper has various practical implications. First, it tends to erase a strict distinction between states and traits: someone who is genetically predisposed toward low 5-HT tone, or exposed to marked developmental adversity, might be likely to display long-standing hyposerotonergic status. We might find her to be consistently prone to impulsive responses, susceptible to dietary dysregulation and any of a num-
ber of other 5-HT mediated symptoms, and we might label her as carrying a “trait disturbance.” In contrast, someone who was more favourably disposed constitutionally, if she dieted severely, might eventually place herself (and her 5-HT system) in a precarious state and, in the process, render herself susceptible to impulsive responses, dietary dysregulation and any of a number of other 5-HT mediated symptoms. We might describe this second person as having a state disturbance. From a perspective in which the momentary serotonin status is understood to represent multiple sources (some hereditary, some experiential and some diet-induced), the state–trait distinction just described loses some of its meaning. Traits, to most intents and purposes, become simply “long-lasting states.”

The concept I have just raised, if carried to its limit, calls into question assumptions that underlie DSM categorical distinctions and distinctions between Axis I (major psychiatric) and Axis II (personality) disorders. A classification by Axis I diagnosis, if valid, should organize individuals into etiologically and clinically distinct subgroups, that is, individuals with anorexia nervosa should be truly distinct from those with bulimia nervosa. Reality has it instead, however, that people cross unsettlingly from one category to the other (patients with anorexia nervosa often becoming bulimic), within-class variations are uncomfortably high (bulimia nervosa including equal proportions of highly constricted and highly disinhibited individuals) and between-class variations are sometimes unremarkable (individuals with anorexia nervosa who binge or purge being comparable, on various behavioural indices, with individuals of normal weight with bulimia nervosa). The importance of this issue is nicely illustrated in an important study by Westen and Harnden-Fischer, who applied Q-sort (cluster-analytic) techniques to descriptions of patients with ED provided by 103 experienced clinicians. Three broad clusters, which generally cut across DSM diagnostic designations, were identified: “high functioning and perfectionistic” (over-represented by patients with bulimia nervosa); “constricted and overcontrolled” (over-represented by patients with anorexia nervosa who are restrictors); and “emotionally dysregulated, undercontrolled and impulsive” (over-represented by “bingers,” but about equally often by people with “anorexic” or “normal” weight). Such findings make a case for important heterogeneities within ED subtypes and suggest that it may be important to stress traits over “overt eating behaviours” as a basis for ED subtype distinctions. An implicit point is that personality-trait variations may be quite essential to diagnostic determinations and not as separable from syndromic distinctions as DSM would have it.

According to an expanding repertoire of findings, personality-trait variations (and especially impulsivity) prove to be relevant to outcome after ED treatment. Such findings imply that the trait concept (because of its implications for serotonergic involvement or because it may reflect probability of exposure to developmental abuse”) may facilitate development of more individualized (and, it is hoped, more effective) treatment efforts. For example, a “high-functioning” (less serotonergically compromised) group of patients with bulimia nervosa might have relatively focal treatment needs. Nutritionally oriented therapies might prove adequate in treating disturbances that result more from prolonged caloric restraint than from a fundamental defect of the 5-HT system. Alternatively, pathology in a more “dysregulated” subgroup of patients with an ED probably requires a different type and intensity of intervention. If EDs are influenced by pervasive serotonergic problems (related to marked constitutional defects or consequences of severe developmental stressors), nutritionally focused therapies might prove inadequate. Pharmacologic support, or more elaborate psychotherapeutic interventions aimed at pervasive impulse-control problems or post-traumatic sequelae, might be much more appropriate.

Conclusions

Personality-trait variations provide important signposts for modelling in the EDs (and elsewhere). Trait variables provide clues as to probable neurobiologic tendencies (e.g., increased or decreased 5-HT status), developmental typologies (related to likelihood of exposure to childhood abuse) and genetic substrates and, therefore, constitute an important organizing principle for our thinking about eating and more generalized psychopathology. Of course, we need further studies to characterize relevant neurobiologic/genetic variations and the phenomenologic and clinical implications of such variations. Toward this end, larger samples from multicentre studies will be needed to help characterize the complexities of state–trait (or gene–environment) interactions. Despite the limitations of the available data, however, a trait-centred (dimensional) notion of psychopathology appears to hold promise as a heuristic process toward the development of a model of psychopathology that is validated by genetic, neurobiologic, developmental and clinical findings.
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